Propofol for sedation can shorten the duration of ED stay in joint reductions.
For joint reductions, adequate sedation is often required. Propofol has increasingly been used for sedation in the emergency department (ED) in recent years. The benefits of propofol are the rapid onset of action and the short recovery time. However, whether these characteristics can shorten the duration of ED stay is not been proved. Our study retrospectively compared patients receiving propofol for sedation during joint reductions with those who received sedatives other than propofol. The primary objective was to compare the duration of ED stay between the 2 groups. The secondary outcomes were rate of adverse events and the success of the procedure. Patients were included if they had a dislocated joint requiring management in the ED. The following covariates were recorded on a standard form for each patient: age, sex, indication for procedural sedation, sedative used, pain medications used, physician levels, duration of ED stay, failed reduction, and adverse events. We further matched each patient in the propofol group to the patient in the nonpropofol group using a standard propensity score greedy-matching algorithm. The primary and secondary outcomes were compared accordingly. A total of 241 patients met our inclusion criteria and were enrolled for further analysis. In the propensity score assignment, 56 patients (28 in each group) were further selected. The duration of ED stay in the propofol group is significantly shorter compared with the nonpropofol group (127 vs 192 minutes, P = .0019). The successful reduction rate is higher in the propofol group (96.4% vs 64.3%, P = .002). The complication rate is similar in both groups (3.6% vs 0%, P = .313). Propofol is a safe sedative with few complications and higher successful rates when applied in the joint reductions. It can also shorten the duration of ED stay.